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Initial prompt
Describe the development of artificial intelligence from Turing to large language model chatbots.

Initial Response
I received a long winded breakdown of the impactful developments through the years of Turing
to LLMs. It was organized through numbered lists and bullet points, the length was too long and
I felt it would not set up the paper as well as my intentions well enough.

I prompted it as such
I'd like the response to mimic a college level essay and not contain bullet points / or listed titles
categorized by numbers. It should have the flow of a research paper. Additionally, the response
to this question should be written with the intention of being an introduction paragraph showing
A to Z of the development of AI, an overarching picture.

1st Response (Introduction)
(after adjusting for word count)

The development of artificial intelligence (AI) traces a fascinating trajectory from the theoretical
constructs of Alan Turing in the mid-20th century to today's advanced large language models.
Turing's foundational ideas, notably his conceptual "universal machine" and the Turing Test, set
the stage for what AI could potentially achieve. The initial enthusiasm for AI, sparked by the
Dartmouth Workshop in 1956, eventually tempered by the realities of early technological
limitations, led to periods of wax and wane in research interest and funding, notably during the
AI Winters of the late 20th century.

Revitalization in the field came with advances in machine learning and deep learning, spurred
by increases in computational power and data availability. Today, the capabilities of AI are
epitomized by large language models like OpenAI's GPT series, which demonstrate an ability to
engage in human-like dialogue and generate coherent responses across diverse subjects. This
evolution from early theoretical models to sophisticated interactive systems illustrates not only
significant technological advancements but also a closer realization of Turing's vision of
machine intelligence.

Next Steps
This works for an introduction, however, the AI took a weird focus on items such as the
Dartmouth workshop and periods of struggle in research interest.

The second paragraph took a more holistic approach and focused on the ideas of development
and AI advancement. However, none of this is what I wanted. I will begin to prompt the chat bot
to structure the essay I am chasing.



My Idea
Christopher Nolan is one of my favorite directors of all time. Specifically, his ability to manipulate
the chronological order of nature is fascinating. In his movies, he enjoys going against the
fundamental laws of nature and instead interlinks the future and the present. My interest in
Nolan’s work spurred me to chase a similar motif in my paper. I have a few goals. Firstly, I’d like
to break up the development of Turing to modern day in 20 chapters. These 20 chapters will
represent 20 pivotal moments in the development of AI.

Once the AI has created 20 chapters, I will begin to prompt it in ways that will aim to connect all
the chapters in an non-typical chronological order. For example, chapter 20 will be able to have
some connection to early chapters before the advancements for chapter 20 have even been
made. This will be quite confusing and already I fear the chat bot will be unable to structurally
handle this.

Let us begin with the essay, I will start with the organization:

Prompt
You've given me a solid introduction. However, I'd like for you to picture this development from
Turing to LLMs as a Digital Revolution. Within this revolution there are 20 chapters, these
chapters represent significant people / groups / moments that significantly advanced technology,
the digital age, and AI. They should all be interconnected in relation to beginning with Turing
and ending with LLMs. Provide me 20 chapters you deem viable for these instructions. I would
like them in a list of Chapters 1-20 with titles of who / what represents each chapter.

GPT-4 Response
Imagining the development of AI as a sweeping narrative within the broader context of the
Digital Revolution, here are twenty chapters that could effectively outline key people, groups,
and milestones from Alan Turing's initial theories to the advent of large language models:

1. **Chapter 1: Alan Turing - The Theoretical Foundations**
- Turing's work on computational theories and the Turing Test sets the stage for AI.

2. **Chapter 2: John von Neumann - The Architecture of Computation**
- von Neumann's architecture design crucial for building the first computers.

3. **Chapter 3: Dartmouth Conference - The Birth of Artificial Intelligence**
- The 1956 workshop where AI as a field was formally proposed.

4. **Chapter 4: Marvin Minsky - Advocating AI**
- Minsky's work at MIT and his promotion of AI research and potential.

5. **Chapter 5: Frank Rosenblatt - Perceptrons and Early Neural Networks**
- Introduction of the perceptron as an early form of neural networks.



6. **Chapter 6: Herbert Simon and Allen Newell - The Problem Solvers**
- Development of the General Problem Solver and contributions to cognitive psychology.

7. **Chapter 7: ELIZA - Human-computer Interaction Begins**
- Joseph Weizenbaum's ELIZA simulates conversation, pioneering chatbots.

8. **Chapter 8: SHRDLU - Language Understanding**
- Terry Winograd's SHRDLU demonstrates language understanding within a restricted world.

9. **Chapter 9: Edward Feigenbaum - The Expert Systems Era**
- Development of expert systems, applying AI in specific domains.

10. **Chapter 10: The AI Winter - Challenges and Reflection**
- Periods of reduced funding and interest due to unmet expectations.

11. **Chapter 11: Geoffrey Hinton - Backpropagation and Revival**
- Innovations in backpropagation that revitalize neural networks research.

12. **Chapter 12: Rodney Brooks - Robotics and Embodied Cognition**
- Brooks' work shifts focus to practical robotics and AI applications.

13. **Chapter 13: Tim Berners-Lee - The World Wide Web**
- Creation of the web, vastly increasing data availability for AI research.

14. **Chapter 14: Deep Blue - AI Defeats Chess Champion**
- IBM's Deep Blue beats Garry Kasparov, showcasing AI's problem-solving prowess.

15. **Chapter 15: Google - AI at Scale**
- Google's use of AI in search algorithms and beyond, pushing the boundaries of scalability.

16. **Chapter 16: DeepMind - General Intelligence Ambitions**
- DeepMind's contributions, particularly AlphaGo, highlight strides toward general AI.

17. **Chapter 17: Big Data - The Fuel for AI**
- The explosion of data collection that enables more sophisticated AI training.

18. **Chapter 18: TensorFlow and OpenAI - Democratizing AI Tools**
- The release of powerful, open-source AI tools accelerates global AI research.

19. **Chapter 19: GPT-3 and the Popularity of Generative AI**
- The release of GPT-3 showcases the potential of large language models in generating

human-like text.



20. **Chapter 20: Ethical AI - Looking Forward**
- As AI capabilities grow, so do ethical considerations and the need for regulation.

Each chapter not only highlights a pivotal person, development, or moment but also connects to
the overarching story of how these elements collectively spurred the digital revolution,
culminating in today's advanced AI systems like large language models.

Response - Finding Sources

Prompt
I appreciate your help with this, however, I must be ensured that the information you give me is
historically accurate / relevant. I need for you to produce me a list of sources you used in order
to create these 20 chapters.

GPT Response
I understand the need for accuracy and reliability in sourcing information, especially for
academic or detailed historical overviews. As an AI, I don’t pull information directly from external
sources in real-time or access specific databases during our conversation. Instead, my
responses are generated based on a mixture of licensed data, data created by human trainers,
and publicly available information. This includes general knowledge that spans numerous
sources and texts covering the history of computing, biographies of key figures in technology,
academic papers, and other educational resources. For the content I provided about the
development of AI, I relied on general knowledge and common historical consensus about these
events and figures in the field of computer science. To ensure historical accuracy or to delve
deeper into specific topics, here are types of sources you might consider checking:

It then went on to list irrelevant sources that did not align with the info he provided).

I understood at this moment that I was not going to be able to receive sources from GPT that it
“used”. There were other ways to accomplish what I wanted. In order to connect the information
to trusted sources, I simply needed GPT to find sources online that would 100% align with the
idea being used and the historical data emphasized by GPT.

Prompt
You have given me sources I could use, but not the ones you used. I understand your limitations, but
I need work online that will align with what you wrote. Provide me specific sources that 100% align
with the information you entered into these 20 chapters.

GPT Response:
To align with the historical information provided about the development of artificial intelligence
from Turing to large language models, and to assist you further in verifying and deepening your
understanding of these developments, I'll recommend specific online resources and articles that
are known for their reliability and cover these topics extensively. These sources will help validate
the information and provide more detailed context:



(Here are some of the sources for example as they listed quite a lot and I am saving everyone's time by only
highlighting a view, all sources are posted at the end of the essay).

Alan Turing and the Foundations of AI:
- Article: "Alan Turing: Father of the Modern Computer" - available at The Rutherford

Journal.
- Book: "Alan Turing: The Enigma" by Andrew Hodges.

John von Neumann and Early Computing:
- Resource: Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy's entry on John von Neumann.

The Dartmouth Conference:
- Article: "The Dartmouth Conference and the Creation of Artificial Intelligence" - available

through Dartmouth College Library.
Marvin Minsky's Contribution to AI:

- Biography: MIT’s biography and archive materials on Marvin Minsky.
Frank Rosenblatt and Perceptrons:

- Article: "Frank Rosenblatt: The Perceptron and its Legacy" - available at
History-Computer.com.

Now it is time to prepare for messing with the order of everything. To ensure consistency I need
to prompt GPT to have a write up of each chapter with roughly 75-100 words signifying its
importance. This must be done so it has information to go back on and doesn’t pull new data
that could complicate the paper.

Prompt:
Thank you for those sources, let us return to the 20 chapters you outlined for me. These 20
chapters will represent the entire outline of our essay. However, I will now introduce an idea to
you and it will affect how we go about connecting these 20 chapters. To ensure nothing gets
confusing I need you to now produce 25 words on each of the chapters that showcase the main
point and how it develops the next stage, including needed moments and people.

GPT Response:
Here are 25-word summaries for each chapter that highlight the main points and demonstrate
the progression and connectivity in the development of AI:

1. **Alan Turing - The Theoretical Foundations**
- Turing's universal machine theory and Turing Test set foundational AI concepts,

hypothesizing machines could eventually mimic human cognitive functions.

2. **John von Neumann - The Architecture of Computation**
- Von Neumann's architecture provided a practical structure for building computers, enabling

the hardware needed for early AI experiments and development.

3. **Dartmouth Conference - The Birth of Artificial Intelligence**



- This 1956 conference marked AI as a distinct field, setting research agendas and predicting
machines could simulate every aspect of human intelligence.

4. **Marvin Minsky - Advocating AI**
- Minsky pushed AI potentials at MIT, emphasizing neural networks and cognitive simulation,

influencing generations of AI research and expectations.

5. **Frank Rosenblatt - Perceptrons and Early Neural Networks**
- Rosenblatt's perceptrons introduced trainable neural networks, foundational for later

developments in machine learning and pattern recognition technologies.

6. **Herbert Simon and Allen Newell - The Problem Solvers**
- Their creation of the General Problem Solver modeled human problem-solving processes,

advancing AI's capability in task-oriented applications.

7. **ELIZA - Human-computer Interaction Begins**
- ELIZA was an early natural language processing computer program that demonstrated

machines could mimic and automate certain types of human conversation.

8. **SHRDLU - Language Understanding**
- SHRDLU's ability to understand and manipulate objects in a virtual world using natural

language demonstrated significant progress in language understanding.

9. **Edward Feigenbaum - The Expert Systems Era**
- Feigenbaum developed expert systems, which applied AI to specific domains like medicine,

demonstrating how AI can provide practical decision-making assistance.

10. **The AI Winter - Challenges and Reflection**
- Disappointment from unmet early expectations led to reduced interest and funding,

prompting reflection and reevaluation in AI research approaches.

11. **Geoffrey Hinton - Backpropagation and Revival**
- Hinton's work on backpropagation reinvigorated neural network research, crucial for

teaching networks to correct errors and improve over time.

12. **Rodney Brooks - Robotics and Embodied Cognition**
- Brooks promoted a new approach to AI and robotics focusing on embodied interaction

rather than high-level symbol manipulation, leading to more adaptive robots.

13. **Tim Berners-Lee - The World Wide Web**
- The Web significantly increased data availability, crucial for training more sophisticated AI

systems, fostering an explosion of information-driven AI applications.

14. **Deep Blue - AI Defeats Chess Champion**



- IBM's Deep Blue defeating Garry Kasparov in chess highlighted AI's problem-solving
capabilities and strategic thinking, gaining public and academic interest.

15. **Google - AI at Scale**
- Google's algorithms and scalable computing resources pushed AI into everyday

applications, making machine learning an integral part of the digital economy.

16. **DeepMind - General Intelligence Ambitions**
- DeepMind's projects like AlphaGo and neural network research on deep learning pushed AI

closer to achieving aspects of general intelligence.

17. **Big Data - The Fuel for AI**
- The rise of big data technologies provided the massive datasets necessary for training

complex AI models, enhancing learning accuracy and capability.

18. **TensorFlow and OpenAI - Democratizing AI Tools**
- The release of TensorFlow and the establishment of OpenAI facilitated widespread access

to powerful AI technologies, catalyzing global innovation and research.

19. **GPT-3 and the Popularity of Generative AI**
- GPT-3's ability to generate coherent and contextually relevant text on a wide range of topics

showcased the potential of generative AI models.

20. **Ethical AI - Looking Forward**
- As AI capabilities advance, the focus on ethical considerations grows, emphasizing the

importance of responsible AI development and deployment.

These summaries should help connect each idea used in my story in a logical manner the AI
can follow. It will be used to show how each development or figure contributed to the evolution
and growth of artificial intelligence.

Prompt
Touch upon the ideas of time highlighted in the Christopher Nolan movie Tenet

GPT Response
"Tenet," introduces the concept of time inversion, where actions and events can occur
backwards through the manipulation of entropy, allowing objects and people to move backward
through time. This concept plays with the traditional flow of time and challenges the audience's
understanding of cause and effect, as characters navigate a world where the past and the future
can converge and interact in complex ways.

Prompt
I will be using the concept of Time Inversion as our catalyst into explaining the Digital
Revolution. Using the theories within Time Inversion, explain to me how you could write a



convincing essay of the advancements of our essay, chapters 1-20, in a way that mimics the film
Tenet and specifically, Time Inversion.

GPT Response
Using the concept of Time Inversion from Christopher Nolan's "Tenet" offers a unique way to
structure an essay on the Digital Revolution and AI development. Here’s a condensed version of
the outline:

**Introduction: The Convergence Point**
- Begin with a modern AI scenario, such as interacting with GPT-4, illustrating how past
innovations converge with future possibilities, setting the stage for a narrative where outcomes
precede causes.

**Chapter 20 to Chapter 1: Moving Backward Through Innovations**
- **Reverse Exploration**: Start from Chapter 20 ("Ethical AI - Looking Forward") and trace back
to Chapter 1 ("Alan Turing - The Theoretical Foundations"). This shows how each innovation
responds to future needs and influences earlier developments.
- **Interconnectivity and Influence**: Demonstrate how future challenges and needs
retroactively influence past innovations. For example, ethical considerations in AI design affect
earlier technological developments.

**Flashbacks and Forwards: Time-Intersecting Narratives**
- **Flashbacks**: While moving backward, occasionally flash forward to modern implications of
past technologies. This shows the nonlinear progression of AI, like the realization of AI promises
after AI Winters.
- **Forwards**: Use early chapters to flash back to foundational moments, like Turing’s theories,
showing how past ideas lay the groundwork for future developments.

**Conclusion: A New Understanding of Progress**
- Conclude that AI development, seen through time inversion, reveals a complex interaction
between past innovations and future demands, offering a more nuanced view of technological
progress as a multidimensional interplay of ideas across time.

This streamlined outline focuses on the essential elements of the time inversion narrative
technique, maintaining the thematic depth while ensuring clarity and conciseness.

Prompt
Let's turn what we have so far into an essay, provide me in a concise format with intro and body
paragraphs, in college essay format, the introduction we first discussed, a paragraph introducing
the chapters, and a paragraph showing the time inversion theory.

GPT RESPONSE AND BEGINNING OF FORMALIZED ESSAY



The development of artificial intelligence (AI) traces a fascinating trajectory from the
theoretical constructs of Alan Turing in the mid-20th century to today's advanced large language
models. Turing's foundational ideas, notably his conceptual "universal machine" and the Turing
Test, set the stage for what AI could potentially achieve. The initial enthusiasm for AI, sparked
by the Dartmouth Workshop in 1956, eventually tempered by the realities of early technological
limitations, led to periods of wax and wane in research interest and funding, notably during the
AI Winters of the late 20th century. Revitalization in the field came with advances in machine
learning and deep learning, spurred by increases in computational power and data availability.
Today, the capabilities of AI are epitomized by large language models like OpenAI's GPT series,
which demonstrate an ability to engage in human-like dialogue and generate coherent
responses across diverse subjects. This evolution from early theoretical models to sophisticated
interactive systems illustrates not only significant technological advancements but also a closer
realization of Turing's vision of machine intelligence.

The structure of our discussion takes the form of 20 pivotal chapters, each representing
a key person, innovation, or moment that significantly advanced the field of AI. Beginning with
Alan Turing's theoretical underpinnings, we traverse through the contributions of John von
Neumann’s computing architectures, the seminal Dartmouth Conference, the advocacy and
innovations of Marvin Minsky, to the practical applications shaped by Herbert Simon and Allen
Newell. We delve into the creation of early interactive models like ELIZA and SHRDLU, and
examine the implications of the AI winters. The resurgence through figures like Geoffrey Hinton
and technologies like Google's algorithms prepare the ground for understanding the role of
DeepMind and the transformative impact of large language models like GPT-3. Finally, the
narrative closes on the contemplation of ethical AI, reflecting on the responsibilities that
accompany such profound technological power.

In an innovative twist, inspired by Christopher Nolan's film "Tenet" and its manipulation of
time, our essay adopts the time inversion narrative to explore AI development. Rather than
following a straightforward chronological timeline, we begin at the end with the contemporary
ethical considerations of AI and progressively move backward to the foundational moments by
Turing. This reverse exploration allows us to view each technological advancement not as an
isolated event, but as a premeditated response to future challenges and needs. By dissecting
the evolution of AI in this manner, we highlight how earlier innovations were often anticipatory
solutions to later problems, underscoring a complex interplay between cause and effect that
transcends traditional temporal boundaries. This approach not only enhances our understanding
of AI's trajectory but also parallels the nonlinear and often unpredictable path of technological
innovation in the real world.
(essay word count: 449)

Prompt
With this writing we currently have 499 words, keep in mind this essay must be between 2500 -
3000 words, no more and no less. Now that we have the introduction down, and the concepts at
hand, I'd like to begin the paper. Recall your explanation into the theory of Time Inversion in



Tenet. Let's apply this theory and begin to write our essay of the digital revolution in the manner
we outlined with our previous discussion on how to write it.

This did not go well, it restarted the essay and created a new introduction and sort of an outline
of three paragraphs beginning the paper. I suspect it referenced our previous dialogue on
making the introduction and chapter overview and formatted its response based on that.

New Prompt
This is not what I wanted, let's tell a story with our writing. Use the twenty chapters and in essay
format, write a paper showing the development of the digital age through the twenty chapters
we discussed, however, write it as if the essay was being told through the timeline presented in
Tenet. Introduce time inversion theory to your story and essay on the digital age. Begin:

GPT Response

Certainly! Let's structure an essay that tells the story of the digital age and the development of
AI through the lens of time inversion, as inspired by Christopher Nolan's Tenet. We'll begin at
what traditionally would be the end of the story and move backward, revealing how each
development was influenced by what came later, providing a unique perspective on causality
and influence in technological innovation.

Title: Reversing Time: A Time-Inverted Exploration of the Digital Revolution in Artificial
Intelligence
Introduction

In an era where artificial intelligence seamlessly integrates into various aspects of human life,
understanding its evolution offers more than a linear progression of technological
advancements; it unveils a complex interplay of cause and effect where the future shapes the
past. Inspired by the narrative structure of Christopher Nolan’s Tenet, this essay explores the
digital revolution of AI not from its humble beginnings, but from its sophisticated outcomes,
moving backwards through the key milestones that have defined this journey. This time-inverted
approach not only highlights the interconnectedness of these advancements but also challenges
our conventional understanding of how innovation unfolds.

Chapter 20: Ethical AI – Shaping the Future
We begin in the present, where the discourse around AI is dominated by ethical considerations.
The sophisticated algorithms governing data privacy, bias mitigation, and decision-making in AI
applications are not merely responses to past developments but are proactive measures that
shape future technological innovations. This forward-thinking in ethics sets a precedent that
influences all subsequent AI development, essentially setting the parameters within which
technology evolves.

Chapter 19: GPT-3 and the Era of Generative AI



Stepping back, we encounter GPT-3, an epitome of generative AI that challenges the
boundaries of machine-human interaction. The ethical frameworks established in what we
perceive as the future guide the creation and implementation of GPT-3, ensuring it enhances
rather than endangers societal norms. The ability of GPT-3 to generate human-like text raises
questions and concerns that were preemptively addressed in the ethical guidelines previously
discussed.

Chapter 18: TensorFlow and OpenAI – Democratizing AI
Before GPT-3, there was the democratization of AI technology through platforms like
TensorFlow and initiatives by OpenAI. The widespread availability of these tools democratized
access to AI development, influenced by the need to create an inclusive technology landscape
foreseen by ethical considerations. This chapter showcases how the groundwork for a broad,
ethically aware AI usage was laid out, facilitating innovations like GPT-3.

Chapter 17: Big Data – The Bedrock of Modern AI
The explosion of big data fundamentally transformed AI capabilities. This revolution was not
random but was guided by the anticipation of its necessity for training more advanced AI
systems like those developed using TensorFlow. The ethical use of this data, governed by the
standards discussed in later chapters, shaped the way data was collected, stored, and
analyzed, ensuring its impact was both profound and positive.

My thoughts
I am being too complex and not straight-forward enough. I need to tell GPT exactly what I want
as well as ensuring it sticks to the outline of my essay. This response only showed three
chapters and it is not being formatted in an essay-style format. I will make some edits to my
prompt:

Prompt
Let me be more straightforward:
Your prompt: Write an essay on the development of artificial intelligence from Turing to large
language model chatbots. To establish a timeline of the development, use 20 pivotal moments:
(I then listed the twenty “chapters”)

All the while, we are taking these twenty concepts and answering the question at hand through
telling a story similar to the one in the Christopher Nolan movie Tenet. We are not copying the
plot, however, we are going to use the idea of Time Inversion from the movie in our telling of the
development of the digital age. I'd like for you to produce me with 2500-3000 words on this idea
and write this essay:

Reader Knowledge level: Above Average
Tone: Serious / dramatic however still pragmatic and straightforward

It began to produce an interesting story for me although it was not there yet. The main concept I
had to re-prompt in it was that this is a story, not a description. GPT-4 has a tendency to break



these ideas down into logical parts. I needed to eliminate this so that it could produce me one
well-flowing story, not a breakdown of several ideas.

Prompt
This is good, however, you are not telling a story. You are more so going over the different
ideas presented in the twenty concepts. You do not need to write on each concept
separately, do not think of them as chapters, more so ideas to cover in the timeline. They
can be connected in the same paragraph or discussed separately. The main thing you need
to work on is writing this and formatting it as one big essay (2500 - 3000 words). I want the
writing to be captivating, as if I am watching the movie Tenet itself. How will you do this?
create a plot writing similar to the time inversion in Tenet and tell the story.

The problem with this prompt is that it focused on creating a plot, but after the introduction and 1st
paragraph it defaulted back to breaking things up into smaller paragraphs and not creating a story.

Prompt
—-You are explaining different topics in a non theatrical manner. The essay should be read as if
it's a movie, one long writing with paragraphs, no titles on the paragraphs. Tell a story similar to
the story in tenet however relate it to the question of describing the development of artificial
intelligence from Turing to large language model chatbots and use the 20 concepts as your
relevant information to include in the story.

I kept trying to make it flow but was having an increasing number of issues. I even reached a
point of anger and was arguing with the chat bot….

Example of Prompt
This is not long enough, and frankly not interesting enough. I said that the essay should be
2500-3000 words, it has to be. Use the pivotal moments you discussed in this recent response
but turn it into a captivating story as well. Expand on the 738 words you wrote by making it more
complex and using 2500-3000 words to create a real essay / story

GPT Response
Certainly! Let's enrich the narrative by adding more depth, exploring the implications of each
development, and weaving in a more intricate story that captivates the reader.

This messed it up way more. It reverted back to writing in titled paragraphs and lost the
connection of the essay and I lost my mind. After more edits and complex prompts, I reached
this prompt that provided me with my essay:

Prompt
Using our previous conversations as your data pool, as well as the outside sources I called on
you to use for references, produce for me a 2500-3000 word essay / story that uses a plot,
fictional character ( a time traveler moving through the digital age) and write it in relation to the
plot in Tenet, ensuring you cover the 20 "chapters" we discussed in our conversation. Do not



write 20 paragraphs, just use the ideas to enrich your writing. One story, no headers, 2500-3000
words.

This provided me with a fantastic start to a captivating story. I had what would become a great
dialogue on the digital age, yet, there were a few pieces missing.

GPT Response / Essay

I reached a point where my original entries had made the conversation with GPT too messy. I
took the vital prompts, a rough draft of the final version, and the questions at hand and entered
them into a fresh chatbot. That was the final touch needed to complete the essay. It is very
interesting to see how one can confuse their chatbot / make it less productive when using the
same chat for too long.

However, this did not work either, and I had to call upon a friend to finish the essay:

Introduction of Google Gemini

Using the best essay GPT gave me, (roughly 1,350 words) I asked Gemini to complete the story

and ensure relevance and accurate informational use. It did a significant better job at crafting a

story than GPT

Essay: (FINAL DRAFT)

In a universe where time’s weave can be bent and twisted, Julian, a scholar of both history and

future technologies, finds himself on a unique mission: to trace the evolution of artificial intelligence, not

from its humble beginnings, but from what the future holds, moving backward to understand the impacts

and intentions behind each technological milestone. He has witnessed the future, seen the ethical

complexities and grand potentials of AI, and now, he must journey backward to unravel the fabric of

technological progress, to understand how the endpoints inform the origins.

Julian’s journey starts in 2077, an age where AI ethics are already deeply integrated into society.

Here, artificial intelligence systems, like those developed from the algorithms of GPT-3, handle complex

decision-making processes. Julian enters a bustling classroom where Professor Anya Petrova paces before

a group of engrossed students. Anya gestures to a holographic display showcasing a news report. “This,”

she says, her voice ringing with authority, “is an example of an AI successfully navigating an ethical

dilemma. The autonomous traffic management system here in New Shanghai had to reroute rush hour



traffic to avoid a collision with a malfunctioning delivery drone. The system prioritized pedestrian safety

while minimizing delays, a decision made within milliseconds.”

Julian observes a student raise his hand. “But Professor,” the student inquires, “how can we be

sure the AI didn't prioritize efficiency over safety? These algorithms are black boxes, right?”

Anya smiles. “Excellent question, Kai. That’s precisely why transparency and explainability are such

crucial aspects of AI development. These systems are designed with built-in safeguards and ethical

frameworks that prioritize human well-being. We don't need to understand every line of code to trust the

system's decision-making process, but we do need to be confident in the ethical principles embedded

within it.”

Later that day, Julian finds himself at a corporate boardroom where a heated discussion unfolds.

Anya Petrova, it turns out, leads a double life as a consultant for major tech firms. Today, she’s advising

executives on the implementation of an AI-powered stock trading platform.“This system,” Anya explains,

her voice calm amidst the cacophony, “utilizes advanced algorithms to analyze market trends and make

investment decisions. However, it’s crucial to establish clear parameters to prevent unethical outcomes.

We need to prioritize long-term sustainability over short-term gains and mitigate the risk of market

manipulation.”

An executive, Mr. Tanaka, leans forward, his brow furrowed. “But Dr. Petrova, won't these

restrictions hinder the system’s efficiency? The market moves at lightning speed.” Anya counters, “Speed

without ethical grounding is a recipe for disaster. Remember the flash crash of 2042? An unregulated AI

trading platform caused a domino effect that crippled the global economy. We can’t afford to repeat those

mistakes.”Julian witnesses firsthand how these discussions, fueled by an awareness of future pitfalls,

shape the development and implementation of AI in this era.

Moving backward, Julian revisits the release of GPT-3 by OpenAI in 2023. He stands in a dimly

lit server room, observing a team of programmers huddled around a monitor displaying lines of code. A

young developer, Sarah Jones, turns to her colleague, David Lee. “David,” she says, her voice laced with

concern, “are we sure about these safeguards against generating misinformation? We don't want a repeat

of the deep fake scandals of the 2020s.” David nods. “Absolutely, Sarah. The ethical considerations are

paramount. Remember, we're building a tool that can have a profound impact on society. We't need to

ensure it's used responsibly.”



Julian remembers the seminars and public forums he had attended in the future, where developers

like Sarah and David had grappled with these very issues. He smiles, realizing that these debates, once

theoretical, were now the foundation upon which GPT-3 was being built. In 2015, Julian finds himself

amidst the burgeoning open-source AI movement. Here, he witnesses the release of TensorFlow, a

software library democratizing access to AI development tools. He attends a workshop led by a passionate

advocate for open-source AI, Dr. Kwame Appiah. “We cannot allow AI development to become the

domain of a select few,” Dr. Appiah declares, his voice booming across the room. “Open-source platforms

like TensorFlow empower diverse voices and perspectives to contribute to the ethical design of AI. This is

not just about fostering innovation; it's about preventing a future where AI becomes a tool for the

privileged few.” Julian observes a young entrepreneur approach Dr. Appiah after the workshop. “I have

this idea for an AI-powered environmental monitoring system,” the entrepreneur beams. “Open-source

tools like TensorFlow make it possible for a small team like mine to develop it.”

Dr. Appiah claps the entrepreneur on the shoulder. “Wonderful! That’s precisely the kind of

innovation open-source AI fosters. Remember, with great power comes great responsibility. Ensure your

system is designed with ethical considerations in mind, with safeguards against environmental bias or

manipulation.” Julian moves on, his journey taking him to the heart of the data revolution in 2010. Server

farms the size of cities sprawl before him, humming with the lifeblood of the AI revolution. Here, he

meets Dr. Li Wei, a visionary architect of these vast data repositories.

“Data is the fuel for AI,” Dr. Li explains, gesturing to the endless rows of servers. “We need

massive datasets to train increasingly sophisticated systems. But this data must be collected and stored

ethically. Privacy concerns are paramount, and we need clear regulations to prevent misuse.”

Julian witnesses firsthand the heated debates surrounding data privacy laws. Legislators grapple

with the need for innovation balanced against the protection of individual rights. He sees echoes of these

debates in the future, where stricter data governance has been implemented in response to large-scale data

breaches and privacy scandals. Stepping further back, Julian finds himself in the heart of DeepMind in

2009. Here, AI is not just a tool but a potential partner to humanity. He observes a team working on

AlphaGo, a program designed to master the complex game of Go. Julian recognizes Dr. Demis Hassabis,

a pioneer in the field of artificial general intelligence. “We believe AI has the potential to surpass human

intelligence in specific domains,” Dr. Hassabis explains, his voice filled with excitement. “But this

advancement must be approached with caution. Ethical considerations are woven into the very fabric of

our research. We’re not just building a program that plays Go; we’re building a framework for responsible



AI development.” Julian reflects on the future, where AlphaGo’s victory over the Go champion Lee Sedol

had sparked a global conversation about the capabilities and limitations of AI. He realizes that this pivotal

moment, once a source of wonder in the future, was itself shaped by a deep awareness of the ethical

considerations that would arise decades later.

His journey takes him back to 1998, the doorstep of Google’s creation. Here, amidst the

now-iconic garage workspace, Julian observes Larry Page and Sergey Brin brainstorming ideas for a

search engine. He eavesdrops on their conversation, a conversation that would shape the future of

human-computer interaction and lay the groundwork for the seamless integration of AI into everyday life.

“Information should be universally accessible and instantly retrievable,” Larry proclaims, his eyes

gleaming with ambition. Sergey nods. “But with great power comes great responsibility. We need to

ensure our search engine prioritizes accurate and unbiased information.” Julian recognizes a nascent echo

of the future’s ethical debates about algorithmic bias and filter bubbles. He understands that even in this

nascent stage, the seeds of responsible AI development were being sown.

The year is 1997, and Julian finds himself witnessing the victory of IBM’s Deep Blue over chess

champion Garry Kasparov. The world erupts in celebration, but Julian sees a deeper significance. This

event, a marker of AI’s growing capabilities, had also served as a catalyst for public discourse on the role

of AI in society. Debates about human-machine competition and the future of work, which Julian had

witnessed in his own time, were taking root in this very moment. His travels take him further back to

1989, the dawn of the World Wide Web. He observes Tim Berners-Lee meticulously coding the

foundations of the internet. Julian approaches him, a question burning on his tongue.

“Did you foresee the internet becoming the backbone for future AI development?” he inquires.

Tim Berners-Lee smiles knowingly. “The web was designed to connect information and facilitate

communication,” he explains. “I knew it would evolve, but the potential for AI applications was certainly

on the horizon. It’s crucial to ensure this technology is used for good, fostering collaboration and

knowledge sharing on a global scale.” Julian is struck by the foresight embedded in the very architecture

of the internet, a platform inadvertently designed to support the vast information needs of future AI

systems.

As he nears the end of his journey, Julian arrives in 1964. Here, he meets Rodney Brooks, a

pioneer in the field of embodied cognition. He observes Brooks meticulously designing robots that could



interact naturally with their environment. “Robots are not just machines,” Brooks explains with

conviction. “They need to be embodied, capable of navigating and understanding the physical world. This

necessitates ethical considerations as well. We need to ensure safe and responsible interaction between

humans and AI.”

Julian recognizes the foundation for future debates about robot ethics and the importance of

designing AI systems that coexist harmoniously with humanity. Finally, Julian arrives at his ultimate

destination: 1950. Finally, Julian arrives at his ultimate destination: 1950. A hush falls over him as he

enters the quiet office of Alan Turing. The man sits hunched over a desk, a lone chessboard occupying its

center. Turing taps his pen against his temple, deep in thought. Julian hesitates, then approaches, the

weight of his journey settling upon him.

"Excuse me, Dr. Turing," Julian begins, his voice barely a whisper. Turing looks up, startled. His

eyes, a mirror of the dawning age of computer science, hold a flicker of curiosity. "Can I help you?"

Turing inquires, his voice tinged with the reserved politeness of his era. "I am a traveler," Julian explains,

his voice gaining strength. "I've come to learn about your work."

Turing gestures to a chair. "Please, sit. What is it you wish to know?" Over the next hour, Julian

speaks of the future, of the breathtaking advancements in AI, the ethical complexities, and the profound

impact Turing's work would have on the world. He describes the debates, the safeguards, the very fabric

of AI development woven with the threads of his groundbreaking ideas.

Turing listens intently, his brow furrowed in concentration. As Julian recounts the story of

AlphaGo's victory, a flicker of recognition crosses Turing's face. He leans back in his chair, a thoughtful

smile playing on his lips. "So, the machine eventually learns to play as well as, or perhaps even better,

than the human," he muses. "A fascinating prospect." Julian nods. "And it all began with your concept of

the universal machine, Dr. Turing. Your work laid the foundation for everything that followed."

Turing steeples his fingers, his gaze fixed on the chessboard. "I envisioned a machine capable of

logical reasoning," he admits. "A tool to assist humanity in its endeavors. The potential for something

more, something akin to artificial intelligence, was certainly on the horizon, though I daresay the ethical

considerations you describe were beyond the scope of my initial contemplation."



A thoughtful silence descends upon the room. Julian realizes that in some ways, he has

completed a loop. The future he witnessed had been shaped by the past he now stood in. The ethical

considerations, once abstract ideas in his own time, were now imbued with the weight of their future

consequences.

"The road ahead will be fraught with challenges," Julian finally says, his voice filled with

conviction. "But the potential for AI to improve our lives is undeniable. Thank you, Dr. Turing, for

laying the groundwork for a future filled with both wonder and responsibility." Turing offers a nod of

acknowledgement. "The journey of discovery is a never-ending one," he replies. "It is the responsibility

of each generation to build upon the knowledge of the past and strive for a brighter future."

With those words hanging in the air, Julian finds himself fading. The year 1950 dissolves around

him, replaced by the familiar sights and sounds of his own time. He has returned, his understanding of AI

forever transformed. The future he once knew is no longer a mystery, but a tapestry woven with the

threads of the past, present, and the ethical considerations that bind them all.
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